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This year marks the 20th anniversary
of UN Security Council Resolution
1325 on Women, Peace and Security.
In these 20 years, we have met some
significant milestones. The Norwegian Defence Forces appointed their
first female Flag Officer in 2002. In
2014, the UN took the important step
to appoint its first female Force Commander. I was proud to take on that
role and lead the military force of the
United Nations Peacekeeping Force
in Cyprus (UNFICYP). In this policy
brief, I reflect on my experiences in
the field during my deployment in Cyprus and describe how being the first
female Force Commander allowed
me greater access to both military and
civilian populations. My experience
illustrates how gender diversity in the
military can strengthen international
peace operations.

Kristin Lund

Brief Points

•
•
•
•

The establishment of women’s military
networks allows officers from various
nations to find a common ground, and
helps develop mutual respect and trust.
Conflicts have a different impact on
women than on men. In order to gain a
more comprehensive awareness of the
conflict situation, military and peacekeeping forces addressing the conflict
should consist of a diverse group of
people.
The involvement of female military and
civilian leaders enables peace operations
to reach a larger segment of the population, and thus to develop a more holistic
approach to addressing the conflict.
The diversity of society should be
reflected in the military. The UN should
actively continue to encourage nations
to deploy more women and list the
inclusion of women as a criterion in
any agreements they make with troopcontributing nations.
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Stepping into Cyprus
The recruitment process for the Force
Commander (FC) position was lengthy, and
expectations were high: Could a female Force
Commander navigate the complexities of the
militaries in the North and South of Cyprus?
Could she perhaps even achieve something a
man could not? As a Norwegian, I also had the
advantage of coming from a NATO country that
was situated in Europe but not part of the EU,
which would help me achieve common ground
with the military leaders in Cyprus, who came
from Greece and Turkey. When I was appointed, the UN broke tradition and brought me to
its headquarters to meet the Secretary-General,
Ban Ki-moon, in person to mark this historic
event and send a message to Troop Contributing
Countries (TCCs) that women were needed as
military leaders of a Peace Force.1
The United Nations Peacekeeping Operation
in Cyprus (UNFICYP) has been ongoing since
1964 with a mandate to prevent a recurrence
of fighting, to maintain and restore law and order and to facilitate a return to normal conditions (UNSCR 186/64).2 As the UN Force
Commander, my role was to act as a bridge between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot military
forces on the island, which are prohibited from
communicating with each other directly; the
only way for them to make contact is through
the UN or through talks between the two leaders of South and North.

Gender awareness was on the agenda every time
UNFICYP received visitors. For example, every
time Troop Contributing Countries (TCC) and
Police Contributing Countries (PCC) visited the
mission, we emphasized how important it was
to send more women. We also saw that visitors
themselves brought up gender issues when they
noticed that the UNFICYP leadership had such
a strong representation of women. Just moving gender up to the top of the agenda led to increased numbers of female soldiers (from 4% to
8%) and UN police (from 10% to 25%).
As Force Commander, I played a number of different roles as a military leader and team player
to the Head of Mission/SRSG. Of course, I had
to do what every FC has to do when it comes
to leading and inspecting the military component. But in addition, the fact that the Head of
Mission was a woman created space for me. I
could choose whether I wanted to stick only to
carrying out what was explicitly within my job
description or go through doors that opened for
me.
Being a Woman FC Gave Me Access to
Other Women
Being the first ever Force Commander of a UN
Peacekeeping Force led to much curiosity not
only in Cyprus, but also worldwide. This curiosity opened many doors and provided me with

access to both women’s organizations (which often tended to be very critical towards the military), and to traditionally male-dominated organizations. It was my choice to go through these
doors because my experience had shown me
that taking advantage of these openings would
give me access to a much wider part of the society in which I was operating. During my two
years as FC, I was invited every week to do public speaking. I found this opportunity inspiring and I gained valuable insights into different
communities, which proved useful for helping
me lead my troops.
In coordination with the SRSG, I was also invited into networks that played an important
role in the support of the peace process, such as
the unofficial network of female Ambassadors
on the island who gave me direct access to the
political level. I also came into contact with the
PRIO Cyprus Centre,3 which was instrumental
in giving me both insight into the multiple nuances of the conflict and access to different aspects of civil society. A more comprehensive understanding of the society we were operating in
made it easier to understand the complexity of
the problems we were working to address.
One way I attempted to reach out to the wider society was through “the wives”. It was important to get the First Ladies from both sides
more actively involved – not to support their

Almost every military task we carried out on
the island became a political issue, which
meant that I had to navigate the political jungle carefully by building trust and networks.
Fortunately, the conflict was not violent, so I
had the opportunity to reach out to a much wider part of the population. And being a female
Force Commander allowed me to open doors
that might have been closed to a male FC.
Gender Equality from the Top Down
I benefitted greatly from the UNFICYP recognizing the importance of gender balance
and gender equality. More than 75% of the
designated officials and half the leader group
were women. Since gender awareness was anchored at the top node through the UN Special
Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG),
Lisa Buttenheim, it promulgated down the organization, and I was able to lead by example.
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Kristin Lund and Lisa Buttenheim meet with the Turkish Chief of Security Forces in Northern Cyprus, Erhan Uzun. Photo: UNFICYP / Courtesy of Kristin
Lund
husbands, but to support the peace process. First
Ladies act as role models for many women, and
they can have an important impact in the societies within which they operate. My goal was to
get the First Ladies together, establish common
ground, and take advantage of their existing networks to promote peace. I set in motion plans to
get this underway, but unfortunately this initiative had to be postponed due to unforeseen circumstances. When I left a few months later, the
male FC who took over did not see the importance of this, and it was not followed up.
Indeed, the importance of gaining access to
women was seldom understood by the men on
either side of the conflict – until they saw evidence of its success. When I suggested creating a women’s military network to the Generals
from both the North and the South, the idea
was not very well received. Eventually, the Chief
of Defence in the South agreed to help set up a
women’s network of officers from Cyprus and
female officers deployed by NATO countries to
UNFICYP. The day after the first meeting took
place, I got a phone call from the General and he
was thrilled. His female officers were extremely
satisfied with the meeting. They found out that
they faced the same challenges related to being
a minority as their counterparts in many of the
nations represented in UNFICYP. Furthermore,
by attending the network meeting, they got
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to know more about the UN in general, and
the UN operation in Cyprus in particular.
UNFICYP staff, on the other hand, learned a
great deal about the Republic of Cyprus (ROC)
forces.
This initial meeting led to several follow-up
meetings between the female military from the
ROC and UNFICYP. ROC officers were thus
able to meet and exchange views and thoughts
with people from Argentina, Chile, Paraguay,
Canada and European countries. These network
meetings helped the officers get a better understanding of the UN mission, and led to more
mutual respect and trust between the ROC officers and UNFICYP officers.
The Importance of Gender Diversity in
Peace Operations
My experience of being able to open doors as
a high-ranking woman in uniform is not restricted to my time in Cyprus: When I served in
Afghanistan, for example, I attended a wedding
where unlike almost anyone else in the venue
I could access both the room with the men, because I was in uniform, and also the room with
the women. My male colleagues could only be
in the room with the men. At times, I had to
lend out my female officers to the infantry units
so they could conduct house searches. I have

similar experiences from when I was deployed
in Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War in 1991
and in Afghanistan in 2003.
The UN has been at the forefront of pushing for
gender equality and women’s inclusion in peace
operations.4 Women generally have better access
to different parts of local societies than men in
most of the countries or conflict zones where the
UN or NATO are deployed. Traditionally, men
and women have often focused on different issues. And gender-based power imbalances have
often meant that while women are often forced
to understand and respond to men’s concerns,
men do not often feel obliged to understand the
women. My experiences from international operations in traditional or male-dominated countries have shown that peacekeeping troops need
to have the capability to interact with the whole
society. Since conflicts have a different impact
on women than on men, you will not get a holistic picture of the conflict setting and its society
if more women are not included in the peacekeeping troops. In order to gain a more comprehensive awareness of the conflict situation,
you need a military capability that consists of a
diverse group of people. The involvement of female military and civilian leaders enables these
peace operations to reach a larger segment of the
population, and thus to develop a more holistic approach to addressing the conflict.5 Indeed,
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research has shown a positive correlation between women’s participation in peace processes
and an increased likelihood of reaching peace
agreements – further still, the resulting peace
has been found to last longer.6
From a military perspective, this means that
women can be considered as a force multiplier
and as a capability that any deployed force would
need to gain a holistic view of the situation and
to maintain a peace process.7 Although the UN
cannot force countries to deploy more women,
they can actively continue to encourage nations
to do so and list the inclusion of women as a criterion in any agreements they make with troopcontributing nations. They could even include
financial incentives to encourage nations to
meet gender quotas in a timely fashion.
My uniform gave me access to the military, and
my gender gave me access to the women and aspects of civilian life that lay outside the reach of
my male counterparts. I did not rely on my gender alone: I went out and engaged with people in
all aspects of society, which not only helped me
understand them, but also gave the population
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a better understanding of mission security. My
experience with actively engaging with civil society and trying to understand how it operates
as a whole illustrates the importance of having
the diversity of the society reflected in the diversity of the military. Future peacekeeping missions can benefit from this experience by using
diversity in the ranks to make connections with
people on the ground. Gender diversity throughout the military doesn’t just look good on paper,
it opens doors.
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The Practitioners in Residence programme at
PRIO is aimed at creating an arena for mutual
engagement and learning between key peace
practitioners and PRIO researchers. Bringing
their direct experiences from practical peace
work, Practitioners in Residence participate in
the life of the institute, sharing their knowledge
and expertise.
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